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dimer binding to glycosaminoglycans: structural plasticity mediates
differential binding interactions
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Chemokine CXCL8/interleukin-8 (IL-8) plays a crucial role
in directing neutrophils and oligodendrocytes to combat
infection/injury and tumour cells in metastasis development.
CXCL8 exists as monomers and dimers and interaction of both
forms with glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) mediate these diverse
cellular processes. However, very little is known regarding the
structural basis underlying CXCL8–GAG interactions. There
are conflicting reports on the affinities, geometry and whether
the monomer or dimer is the high-affinity GAG ligand. To
resolve these issues, we characterized the binding of a series
of heparin-derived oligosaccharides [heparin disaccharide (dp2),
heparin tetrasaccharide (dp4), heparin octasaccharide (dp8) and
heparin 14-mer (dp14)] to the wild-type (WT) dimer and
a designed monomer using solution NMR spectroscopy. The
pattern and extent of binding-induced chemical shift perturbation
(CSP) varied between dimer and monomer and between longer
and shorter oligosaccharides. NMR-based structural models
show that different interaction modes coexist and that the

nature of interactions varied between monomer and dimer and
oligosaccharide length. MD simulations indicate that the binding
interface is structurally plastic and provided residue-specific
details of the dynamic nature of the binding interface. Binding
studies carried out under conditions at which WT CXCL8
exists as monomers and dimers provide unambiguous evidence
that the dimer is the high-affinity GAG ligand. Together, our
data indicate that a set of core residues function as the major
recognition/binding site, a set of peripheral residues define the
various binding geometries and that the structural plasticity of the
binding interface allows multiplicity of binding interactions. We
conclude that structural plasticity most probably regulates in vivo

CXCL8 monomer/dimer–GAG interactions and function.
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INTRODUCTION

Many classes of proteins, including chemokines, cytokines and
growth factors, share the property of existing as monomers
and dimers and binding glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) [1,2].
Chemokine CXCL8 [also known as interleukin-8 (IL-8)] is a well-
characterized GAG-binding protein that orchestrates trafficking
of various cell types such as neutrophils and oligodendrocytes
during tissue injury and bacterial infection and cancer cells in
metastasis [3,4]. GAG interactions have been proposed to regulate
the steepness and duration of concentration gradients, which
in turn regulate cellular trafficking [5,6]. CXCL8 dimerizes at
micromolar concentrations and structures of the wild-type (WT)
dimer and of a trapped monomer are known [7–9]. During
active recruitment, local CXCL8 concentration can vary by orders
of magnitude and so, in principle, could exist as monomers
and/or dimers as a function of space and time. Animal model
studies using trapped monomer and dimer have shown that both
CXCL8 monomers and CXCL8 dimers are active in vivo and
that monomer–dimer equilibrium and GAG interactions regulate
neutrophil recruitment [10,11].

GAGs, such as heparan sulfate (HS), are linear sulfated
polysaccharides that are ubiquitously expressed and exist as
part of cell-surface and extracellular matrix proteoglycans [12–
14]. HS has a modular structure with sulfated sequences (NS
domain) separated by regions containing acetylated sequences
(NA domain). CXCL8 and most other chemokines preferentially
bind the NS domain. Heparin is commonly used for structure–
function studies, as it is uniformly sulfated and size-fractionated
oligosaccharides of various sizes are commercially available.
CXCL8 mutants of basic residues identified as important for
binding to heparin also show altered in vivo recruitment [11],
indicating that heparin can function as an excellent surrogate for
studying the structural basis of CXCL8–GAG interactions.

At this time, very little is known regarding the structural basis
by which CXCL8 monomers and dimers bind GAG. Furthermore,
there are conflicting reports in the literature regarding the binding
affinities, geometry of GAG orientation and whether monomer
or dimer is the high-affinity GAG ligand [15–24]. We have now
characterized the binding of a series of heparin oligosaccharides
to a designed monomer and WT dimer using solution NMR
spectroscopy and molecular docking procedures. Our data show
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that basic residues mediate binding and that GAGs, independent of
their length, adopt multiple geometries both in the monomer and
in the dimer and that the dimer is the high-affinity GAG ligand.
MD simulations on the different models in explicit solvent have
provided insights into the residue-level dynamics of the binding
interface and better realization of how long-range electrostatics
mediates this interplay. We propose that the structural plasticity
of GAG-binding residues dictates all aspects of the binding and
that the roles of the individual residues are not equal: a set of
core residues function as the major recognition/docking site and a
second set of residues in the periphery of the core residues define
the binding geometries. We further propose that the structural
plasticity of the binding interface plays an important role in
regulating in vivo chemokine function for homing diverse cells to
their destination.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cloning, expression and purification of CXCL8 variants

CXCL8 WT and V27P/E29P monomer mutant (hereafter referred
to as CXCL8 monomer) were expressed and purified, as
described previously [25,26]. 15N- and 15N/13C-labelled proteins
were prepared by growing cells in minimal medium containing
15NH4Cl and 13C glucose as the sole nitrogen and carbon sources
respectively. Transformed Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells
were grown to an A600 of ∼0.6 and induced with 1 mM IPTG
overnight at 22 ◦C. The purity and molecular mass of the proteins
were confirmed using MALDI–MS.

NMR spectroscopy

15N-labelled proteins were prepared in 50 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 5.5–7.5 for different experiments) containing 1 mM
DSS (2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentanesulfonic acid), 1 mM sodium
azide and 10% (v/v) 2H2O. NMR spectra were acquired at 30 ◦C
on a Bruker Avance III 800 MHz (equipped with a TXI cryoprobe)
or 600 MHz (with QCI probe) spectrometer. Chemical shifts
of the dp8 (heparin octasaccharide)-bound CXCL8 monomer
were assigned using standard pulse sequences [27]. Spectra were
processed with NMRPipe [28] and analysed using NMRView
[29] or Bruker Topspin 3.2 software. Chemical shift indexes were
calculated using the program CSI 2.0 [30].

Protein concentrations between 30 and 150 μM were
used for different titration experiments. The heparin-derived
oligosaccharides were purchased from Iduron or Neoparin Inc. A
stock solution of heparin oligosaccharides (5–10 mM) prepared in
the same buffer was added to the protein sample and a series of 1H-
15N HSQC spectra were collected until essentially no changes in
chemical shifts were observed. The final protein/oligosaccharide
molar ratios for the CXCL8 dimer were 1:29 for dp2 (heparin
disaccharide), 1:10 for dp4 (heparin tetrasaccharide), 1:6 for dp8
(heparin octasaccharide) and 1:4 for dp14 (heparin 14-mer); and
for CXCL8 monomer were 1:50 for dp2, 1:22 for dp4, 1:7 for dp8
and 1:4 for dp14.

The chemical shift perturbations (CSPs; �δobs) were calculated
as a weighted average chemical shift change of 1H (�δH) and
15N(�δN),

�δobs = [(�δH)2 + (�δN/5)2]1/2

Apparent dissociation constants (Kd) were determined by fitting
binding-induced chemical shift changes for five to eight residues,
as described previously [31].

Molecular docking using HADDOCK

Molecular docking of the heparin oligosaccharides to CXCL8
monomer and dimer was carried out using the High Ambiguity
Driven biomolecular DOCKing (HADDOCK) approach [32,33].
For the docking simulations, the WT dimer (PDB id: 1IL8) and
the monomer modelled from the L25NMe monomer (PDB id:
1IKM) were used [8,9,26]. Oligosaccharides dp2, dp4, dp8 and
dp14 were generated from the NMR structure of heparin (PDBid:
1HPN) [34]. In the initial model, 1H2 ring conformation was
introduced for the uronate �UA(2S) ring at the non-reducing end.
The internal iduronates IdoA(2S) and the glucosamine GlcNS(6S)
rings are in the preferred 2SO and 4C1 conformations respectively
[35].

Active and passive residues were appropriately chosen based
on the CSP data. The PARALLHDG force field was used for
non-bonded interactions, a common force field used for NMR-
based structure calculation [36]. Topology and parameter files
for different oligosaccharides were generated using the PRODRG
server [37].

Docking of dp2, dp4, dp8 and dp14 were performed for a 1:1
oligosaccharide:chemokine complex for the monomer and dimer.
A total of 1000 structures were generated during the initial rigid
body docking and the best 200 structures, based on intermolecular
energies, were subjected to semi-flexible simulated annealing
(SA). This step involves rigid body SA, semi-flexible SA with
flexible side chain interface followed by fully flexible interface.
As the last six residues (67–72) of the C-terminal helix are
unstructured in the monomer, these residues were also allowed to
be flexible in the monomer simulation [8]. This step was followed
by explicit solvent refinement. The pair-wise ‘ligand interface
RMSD matrix’ over all structures was calculated and the final
structures were clustered using a RMSD cut-off value of 7.5 Å
(1 Å = 0.1 nm) for dp8 and dp14 and 2.0 Å for dp4 and dp2.
The clusters were sorted using RMSD and HADDOCK score
(weighted sum of energy terms).

MD simulations

Models of CXCL8–heparin oligosaccharide complexes from the
major families obtained from HADDOCK runs were used as
starting structures for unrestrained MD simulations using the
NAMD 2.9 suite of programs [38] and CHARMM36 force
field [39]. Modified versions of the distributed CHARMM36
carbohydrate topology and parameter files were used to
incorporate GlcNS into the system by introducing a patch for 4C1

α-D-glucose [40–42]. Atomic charges for sulfamates were defined
as reported by Huige and Altona [43] and scaled to be consistent
with the CHARMM36 force field. The GAG segments from the
HADDOCK models were read into SYBYL-X 2.1.1 (Tripos), the
sulfate groups removed and the glucosamine residues converted
into glucose. This structure was submitted to the Glycan Reader
[44] of the CHARMM-GUI server (http://www.charmm-gui.org)
to assign atom types, patched using the modified topology file
via the psfgen plugin in VMD 1.9.2 [45] to generate the psf
and pdb files for the heparin oligosaccharides. Neutral histidine
side chains with Nε protonation were used. The system was then
solvated in TIP3P water box allowing a 20 Å margin to the box
boundary. Finally, Na+ counter ions were added to neutralize
the system. The system was equilibrated in three stages using
the constant volume NVT ensemble. Production runs were then
performed using the constant pressure NPT ensemble at 300 K
for ∼100 ns. The trajectories were analysed using VMD and
the pyranose ring conformations were calculated using BFMP
program [46], facilitated by in-house scripts. Energy calculations
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Figure 1 NMR HSQC titrations of CXCL8 dimer and monomer binding to dp8 heparin oligosaccharide

Sections of the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of CXCL8 dimer (A) and monomer (B) showing dp8 binding-induced chemical shift changes. Arrows indicate the direction of peak movement. The unbound
peaks are in black and the final bound peaks are in red. Lys15 perturbations are shown as insets.

were performed using the NAMD energy plugin in VMD with
Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) long-range electrostatics enabled.
Buried surface area (BSA) calculations were performed using the
‘measure’ function in VMD. The MD runs were carried out on
the shared Teal Linux cluster at VCU and the Lonestar Dell Linux
cluster at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC).

RESULTS

We used NMR CSP of backbone amides, HADDOCK-based
docking and MD simulations to characterize the binding
of heparin oligosaccharides to CXCL8 monomer and dimer.
Backbone chemical shifts are exquisitely sensitive to binding
and are routinely used to characterize protein–protein, protein–

peptide and protein–oligonucleotide interactions, but have
been challenging for GAG interactions due to aggregation,
precipitation and poor quality NMR spectra. These problems are
especially exacerbated for longer oligosaccharides, with some
studies reporting saccharides longer than a disaccharide resulting
in precipitation [47,48]. We faced similar issues, but overcame
these limitations by using low protein concentrations (∼100 μM)
and varying solution conditions such as pH [49]. The HSQC
titration spectra of the dp8 binding to the dimer and monomer
highlight the quality of the data (Figure 1).

To characterize GAG binding to a dimer, we used WT
CXCL8, which is essentially a dimer at the NMR concentrations
(monomer/dimer equilibrium constant ∼12 μM) [50]. We will
refer to the WT CXCL8 dimer simply as the CXCL8 dimer. We
used the double proline V27P/E29P mutant for characterizing
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GAG binding to a monomer [26]. We previously characterized
this mutant and showed that its structure is similar to that of a
trapped monomer created by substituting a methyl group for the
dimer-interface residue Leu25 amide proton [8]. The V27P/E29P
monomer is as active as the WT monomer in cellular assays and
in mouse models [26].

We characterized the binding of four oligosaccharides of
increasing length from a disaccharide to a 14-mer (dp2, dp4, dp8
and dp14) by monitoring binding-induced CSP in CXCL8 dimer
and monomer. A series of 1H-15N HSQC spectra were collected
until essentially no chemical shift changes were detected. We
observed only one set of peaks although some line broadening
was observed for longer oligosaccharides indicating that binding
occurs in the fast to intermediate exchange regime in the NMR
time scale. The CSP profiles for the dimer and monomer are
shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

Our data show that His18, Lys20, Arg60, Lys64, Lys67 and Arg68 are
perturbed both in the monomer and in the dimer and essentially
on binding all oligosaccharides, whereas Lys15, Arg47, Lys23 and
Lys54 showed selective perturbations. The structure shows that the
first set of residues, labelled as core residues, is contiguous and
forms a binding surface. The second set of residues, labelled as
peripheral or secondary residues, are distributed around the core
residues (Figures 4A and 4B).

Binding of CXCL8 dimer to heparin oligosaccharides

Binding of dp8 and dp14

We first discuss the binding characteristics of the longer
oligosaccharides dp8 and dp14, as their CSP were essentially
identical (Figures 2A and 2B). Both solvent-exposed and buried
residues showed chemical shift changes, indicating that both
direct and indirect interactions mediate the binding process. Some
of the largest perturbations were observed for basic residues
located in the N-loop (Lys15, His18, Lys20 and Lys23) and C-
helix (Arg60, Lys64 and Arg68). In addition, Arg47 in the β3-strand
and Lys54 in the 50s-loop preceding the C-helix also showed
perturbations that are not striking but well above the background.

Interestingly, most of the C-helix, which includes buried
(Trp57, Val58, Val61 and Val62; Accessible Surface Area (ASA)
< 20%) and negatively charged (Glu63 and Glu70) residues,
showed perturbation, indicating that chemical shift changes in
these residues are most probably due to indirect interactions such
as rearrangement of the helix and not due to direct binding. On
the other hand, Lys67 showed negligible perturbation, suggesting
that CSP contributions from direct and indirect interactions are
of opposite sign and similar magnitude and cancel out. The
CSP for Lys20 could not be shown as its cross-peak broadens
out early in the titration and never recovers unlike other N-loop
residues, indicating binding-induced perturbation. Significant line
broadening for Lys15 is surprising and unexpected considering it
is relatively remote from the other GAG-binding residues and is
also located in the middle of the receptor-binding site.

Binding of dp4 and dp2

The CSP for dp4, compared with dp8 and dp14, was
lower, suggesting weaker interactions (Figure 2C). Nevertheless,
perturbation of N-loop (Lys15, His18, Lys20 and Lys23) and
C-helix (Arg60, Lys64 and Arg68 and Lys54) residues were
significant compared with the background. Furthermore, similar
to longer oligosaccharides, the whole C-helix showed significant
perturbation indicating binding-induced rearrangement of the
C-helix. Compared with dp8 and dp14, Arg47 alone was not

perturbed. The CSP for dp2 was even lower when compared with
dp4 and only two residues, His18 and Arg60, showed any CSP
above the background (Figure 2D).

Binding of monomer to heparin oligosaccharides

We discuss the binding of dp4, dp8 and dp14 together as their CSP
profiles were essentially the same (Figures 3A–3C). The binding-
induced chemical shift changes were much higher in the monomer
compared with the dimer. As in the dimer, chemical shift changes
were observed for solvent-exposed and buried residues, indicating
that direct and indirect interactions mediate the binding process.
Significant perturbations were observed for N-loop (Lys15, His18,
Lys20 and Lys23) and C-helix (Arg60, Lys64 and Arg68) residues.
Interestingly, in contrast with the dimer, Arg47 and Lys54 showed
negligible perturbation for all the three oligosaccharides.

Compared with the dimer, the perturbation profile of the
C-helix in the monomer was more selective. Buried residues
Trp57, Val58 and Val62 were minimally perturbed in the monomer,
but significantly perturbed in the dimer, and perturbations for
Phe65 and Leu66 were relatively higher, suggesting that indirect
interactions vary between the monomer and the dimer. The CSP
differences could also be due to structural differences in the helix
between the monomer and the dimer, the last six residues (Lys67

to Ser72) are unstructured in the monomer, whereas the C-helix
in the dimer is structured except for Ser72 [7–9]. In the monomer,
binding resulted in amide shifts moving up-field for residues
Arg68 to Glu70, whereas shift changes for the remaining C-helical
residues were more or less random. The chemical shift index
indicated residues Lys67 to Ala69 are now structured in the dp8-
bound form (Supplementary Figure S1). Therefore, perturbations
observed for the C-helix is a composite of both helix formation and
GAG binding. This could also explain the lack of CSP for Lys67,
although Lys67 is involved in GAG binding [11,51]. It is likely that
chemical shift changes due to GAG binding is negated by changes
due to structure formation in the case of monomer and helical
rearrangement in the case of dimer. Furthermore, in the monomer
alone, some of the N-loop residues preceding Lys15 and buried
residues Ile39 from the second β-strand and Leu51 and Asp52 from
the third β-strand that are proximal to the N-loop, were perturbed
that can be attributed to indirect packing interactions. Considering
N-loop residues are conformationally flexible, structural changes
due to GAG binding, as described for the C-helix, cannot be
ruled out.

The CSP profile for dp4 is similar to dp8 and dp14 (Figure 3C
compared with Figures 3A and 3B), which is strikingly different
compared with the lower perturbation of dp4 in the dimer
(Figure 2C compared with Figures 2A and 2B). Given that
the shorter dp4 cannot simultaneously interact with all of
the perturbed N-loop and C-helical residues, multiple binding
events must be responsible for the observed CSP. Our structural
modelling studies described below have addressed this issue. The
CSP due to dp2 binding was much lower compared with the longer
oligosaccharides and nevertheless slightly higher perturbation
was observed for Lys15, His18, Lys20, Arg60, Lys64 and Arg68

compared with the background (Figure 3D).

Structural models of CXCL8–heparin oligosaccharide complexes

Surface electrostatics of the CXCL8 monomer compared with
dimer show a very different architecture of the basic residues,
therefore, in principle, a given GAG could bind in more than one
geometry involving different combinations of the basic residues
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Figure 2 Histogram plots of CXCL8 dimer binding to heparin oligosaccharides

CSP profiles of CXCL8 dimer binding to heparin dp14 (A), dp8 (B), dp4 (C) and dp2 (D). Basic residues lysine, arginine and histidine are shown as grey bars and buried residues (ASA < 40 %) are
shown in black. Residues showing CSP higher than the threshold (indicated by the dotted lines) are considered as involved in binding. Lys20 broadens out during the titration and is indicated by ∗.

(Figure 4C). The structures reveal that the basic residues identified
from NMR studies form a binding surface running parallel to C-
helix with the 310-helix of the N-loop forming the other face
(Figures 4A and 4B). In the dimer, an additional surface that
spans the dimer interface across the antiparallel C-helices can be

envisioned (Figure 4C). In order to gain more definitive insights
into the structure of the complex, we carried out HADDOCK-
based calculations that use CSP data as ambiguous interaction
restraints (AIRs), shape complementarity and energetics to drive
the docking process.
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Figure 3 Histogram plots of CXCL8 monomer binding to heparin oligosaccharides

CSP profiles of CXCL8 monomer binding to heparin dp14 (A), dp8 (B), dp4 (C) and dp2 (D). Basic residues lysine, arginine and histidine are shown as grey bars and buried residues (ASA < 40 %)
are shown in black. Residues showing CSPs higher than the threshold (indicated by the dotted lines) are considered as involved in binding. Lys20 broadens out during the titration and is indicated
by ∗. The CSP of His18 is truncated except for dp2 and actual CSPs are 0.39, 0.43 and 0.36 ppm for dp14, dp8 and dp4 respectively.

Structural models of dimer–dp14 complex

The CXCL8 dimer structure (PDB id: 1IL8) and heparin dp14
were used as starting structures for the docking process. We
carried out two different HADDOCK runs: binding of one dp14

to CXCL8 dimer with constraints given to (i) both monomers
of the dimer, and (ii) only to one monomer in the dimer. The
purpose of the second exercise was to ensure that all of the
possible modes of binding to a monomer are captured during
the docking process. Our docking results from both runs revealed
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Figure 4 Distribution of basic residues that mediate heparin interactions

(A) A schematic of CXCL8 monomer showing the distribution of basic residues arginine, lysine
and histidine in ball and stick. (B) Surface plot of CXCL8 monomer with the GAG-binding
residues shown in blue. The core residues that encompass the C-helix and N-loop are circled
and the peripheral residues are highlighted by an arc. (C) Electrostatic surface plots of CXCL8
monomer and dimer.

two major families, dp14 binding perpendicular to the C-terminal
helices and spanning the dimer interface (Model-I) and the other
spanning one face of a monomer and running along the length
of the C-helix at different angles about Lys64 and His18 as pivot
points (Model-II).

The structures from Model-I can be further grouped into
multiple subfamilies, which are related through translation by a
disaccharide or tetrasaccharide unit (Figure 5). Any given binding
geometry of dp14 cannot simultaneously satisfy interactions with
all of the core residues (His18, Lys20, Arg60, Lys64, Lys67 and Lys68)
on both monomers. A composite of the different poses, which
are in fast exchange on the NMR timescale, can satisfy these
interactions (Figure 5). All of the poses had relatively similar
energies. In this model, interactions with Lys15, Lys23, Arg47 and
Lys54 were completely missing (Figure 5).

In Model-II, we observed three subfamilies, which span
one face of the monomer, but have slightly different binding
orientation with respect to the C-helix (M2A, M2B and M2C). All
subfamilies showed interactions with all of the core residues and
Lys15 (except in M2C), but showed differences in interactions
with the peripheral residues (Figure 6). Oligosaccharide dp14
interacts with Lys54 of the second monomer across the dimer
interface in M2A (Figures 6A and 6B), with Arg47 within the
monomer in M2B (Figure 6C and 6D) and with Lys23 within the
monomer (not shown). The network of interface interactions was
relatively sparse in M2C. It is possible that Lys23 is not involved in
direct binding, as the K23A mutant binds to the heparin column
like the WT [51] and that the chemical shift change is due to
indirect interactions. Interestingly, within the subfamilies, there
was no specific preference for the directionality of the dp14 chain
(the non-reducing compared with reducing end being near the

C-terminal end of the helix). Both orientations in each subfamily
showed very similar energies, emphasizing that the structural
plasticity of the binding surface is able to accommodate different
sets of sulfate and carboxylate interactions. Our modelling studies
also showed that interactions involving both Arg47 and Lys54 are
not possible due to their relative geometry.

Structural models of dimer–dp8 complex

We modelled the binding of dp8 to CXCL8 dimer and obtained
two major families as described for dp14. Oligosaccharide dp8
can bind in a perpendicular mode (Model-I), wherein there
are several translated poses in fast exchange (as observed for
dp14), which are related by a disaccharide or tetrasaccharide
frameshift (Supplementary Figure S2). However, this binding
mode is energetically less favoured since dp8 cannot span the
dimer interface and satisfy as many interactions as observed
in Model-II. In Model-II, we obtained three subfamilies as in
the case of dp14, except that subfamily M2A lacked interactions
with Lys54 on the second monomer across the dimer interface
(Supplementary Figure S3). Structures reveal that dp8 adopts
most of the binding geometries observed for dp14, but some of the
interactions within a given pose were missing due to its shorter
length.

Structural models of monomer-bound dp8 and dp14 complexes

Our NMR studies showed that the C-terminal helix is structured
in the dp8-bound form of the monomer. Therefore, we modelled
binding of both dp8 and dp14 using (i) monomer from the CXCL8
dimer structure (PDB id: 1IL8), and (ii) the CXCL8 monomer
structure (PDB id: 1IKM). The docking results obtained using
the monomer structure of the dimer were very similar to those
obtained for the dimer, as described above. In the case of the
1IKM structure, the last six residues of the helix (including Lys67

and Arg68) are unstructured. Modelling results showed that both
dp8 and dp14 lie along the groove nestled between N-loop and C-
helical residues (similar to pose M2A for the dimer; Supplementary
Figure S4). The structures showed that both ‘forward mode’ from
N- to C-terminal of the helix and ‘reverse mode’ from C- to
N-terminal of the helix are equally feasible and that the core
Arg60, Lys64, Lys67, Arg68, His18 and Lys20 and peripheral Lys15

residues mediate binding. Given the flexibility of the unstructured
C-helix, the spatial positioning of Lys67 and Arg68 is different
compared with the dimer and the interaction pattern for these
residues with GAG sulfates and carboxylates were also different.
As in the case of dimer, different clusters showed different sets of
carboxylate, 2-O-sulfate, 6-O-sulfate and N-sulfate groups along
the oligosaccharide chain can satisfy the interactions involving
the CXCL8 binding surface.

Structural models of monomer and dimer bound dp4 and dp2 complexes

Oligosaccharide dp4 shows similar binding geometries both in the
monomer and in the dimer and therefore our description applies
to both forms. The structures reveal that dp4 can bind in different
orientations and locations and engage sulfates and carboxylates in
different combinations (Supplementary Figure S5). Major clusters
showed that dp4 engages all of the core residues (His18, Lys20,
Arg60, Lys64, Lys67 and Arg68 in a given monomer) in two partially
overlapping sites: one on the N-terminal end of the helix that
includes Lys15 interactions (Supplementary Figure S5A) and the
other on the C-terminal end of the helix that does not include
Lys15 interactions (Supplementary Figure S5B). In the case of dp2
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Figure 5 Perpendicular model of the CXCL8 dimer–dp14 complex

(A) An overlap of two poses related by a tetrasaccharide translation is shown to emphasize that the composite of these two poses are able to interact with all of the core residues on both monomers.
(B) Close-up showing interactions between dp14 and the core basic residues on one of the monomer. The basic residues are coloured blue and dp14 is shown as sticks.

Figure 6 Parallel model of the CXCL8 dimer–dp14 complex

(A) Interactions of dp14 in subfamily M2A. Interactions of the core residues and peripheral residues Lys15 and Lys54* (of the second monomer across the dimer interface) are highlighted. (B) Surface
plot showing the binding geometry of dp14 in M2A. (C) Interactions of dp14 in subfamily M2B showing interactions of the core residues and peripheral residues Lys15 and Arg47. (D) Surface plot
showing the orientation of dp14 in M2B. The basic residues are coloured blue, dp14 is shown as sticks, and the second monomer of the dimer is painted in black.
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binding to a monomer or dimer, several equal energy clusters were
observed. Different clusters and the interaction patterns showed
that dp2 binds to different locations, resulting in an ensemble of
different populations (results not shown).

MD simulation of CXCL8–heparin oligosaccharide models

We carried out MD simulations using the NAMD suite of
programs on three different CXCL8–heparin oligosaccharide
models obtained from HADDOCK docking that satisfy our NMR
experimental data: (i) Model-I (perpendicular mode) from dimer–
dp14 models (CXCL8D–dp14, �); (ii) Model-II (parallel mode)
from dimer–dp8 models (CXCL8D–dp8, //), and (iii) Model-I
(parallel mode) from monomer–dp8 models (CXCL8M–dp8, //).
We chose dp8, and not dp14, for the parallel models because the
shorter dp8 spans the entire binding surface, while minimizing
any artefact arising from the dynamics of the overhanging GAG
regions during the simulation. Each of the simulations was
carried out for over 100 ns to sample different conformational
ensembles given that the interacting interface is highly dynamic
in nature. Explicit solvent and PME electrostatics facilitated
characterization of the influence of long-range electrostatics at
the binding interface.

Large concerted motions of lysine/arginine side chains with
their interacting partners (sulfates and carboxylates) on the
heparin chain were observed during the course of the simulations.
The helical symmetry of the heparin chain and the fairly
uniform distribution of sulfates and carboxylates around the
surface allowed translational/rotational motions on the protein
surface. These motions in essence result in fluent inter-conversion
of sulfate/carboxylate interacting partners between adjacent
basic residues. In all three simulations, the heparin chain
showed appreciable flexibility and adapted to the topology
and the side-chain dynamics of the CXCL8 binding surface,
which either span one or both monomers. Throughout the
simulation, glycosidic torsional angles (ϕH, ψH) fall in the
allowed region [35] (Supplementary Figures S6 and S7), the
glucosamine [GlcNS(6S)] pyranose rings adopt the preferred
4C1 chair conformation and the iduronate [IdoA(2S)] pyranose
rings adopt the preferred 2SO(skew boat)/2,5B(boat) conformations
(Supplementary Figures S8 and S9) [52].

In the CXCL8D–dp14 (�) model, the 14-mer runs perpendicular
to the two C-helix and spans the basic surfaces on both monomers
(Figure 5). Analysis of the backbone RMSDs of the CXCL8–
dp14 complex showed large differences in the structure (2 +−
1.5 Å) (Supplementary Figure S10). In addition, the BSA between
the GAG and the protein varied by ∼200 Å2 over the course
of the simulation (500 +− 100 Å2; Supplementary Figure S11).
Within the entire trajectory, we identified two ∼10 ns trajectory
stretches (Traj1, 83–95 ns) and (Traj2, 98–108 ns) which differ in
backbone RMSDs and BSA. Within the individual stretches, the
backbone RMSDs are fairly small (1–1.5 Å) and the structures
have similar BSA (results not shown). Analysis of the structures
between the stretches showed large differences at the residue
level hydrogen-bond and salt bridge interactions, even though the
overall orientation of the GAG chain is similar with respect to
the protein-binding surface (Figures 7A and 7B). The core basic
residues continuously engage sulfates/carboxylates, whereas the
interactions of peripheral basic residues were either transient
or absent. To illustrate the dynamic nature of the interface, we
show the switch in sulfate partner for the Lys64 NH3

+ group
between adjacent monosaccharides using snapshots and distance
plots from Traj1 and Traj2 (Figures 7A and 7B). The hydrogen-
bond switches from the 2-O-sulfate of IdoA(2S) to 6-O-sulfate

GlcNS(6S) which corresponds to a ∼6–7 Å shift arising from
translational/rotational rearrangements of the interacting partners.
In a similar fashion, we also observed a single sulfate interacting
with two adjacent basic residues at different time points along
the trajectory (results not shown). Analysis of the residue level
non-bonded interaction energies for the basic residues showed
that the interactions were predominantly electrostatic in nature
(Supplementary Table S1). Comparison of energetics between
Traj1 and Traj2 showed that the mean residue level contribution
over the entire simulation were similar, even though there
is interchange of sulfate partners on the heparin chain. The
large range between the minimum and the maximum energies
emphasizes the highly dynamic nature of the interface.

For the CXCL8D–dp8 (//) model, the binding interface was
much more dynamic compared with the perpendicular model.
Throughout the simulation, the interactions were confined to a
single monomer, but several different poses of the GAG chain
about the core basic residue as pivot were observed (results not
shown). In the case CXCL8M–dp8 (//), several different angular
poses of the GAG chain about the core basic residues were
observed similar to the dimer (//) model. Backbone RMSD and
BSA plots show large variations over the time course of the
simulation (Supplementary Figures S12 and S13). The dynamic
nature of the interface is illustrated for residues Lys20 and His18

(Figures 7C and 7D). Interchange of sulfate interactions for a
given basic residue and as well as switching of basic residue
partners for a given sulfate are shown. The residue-level energies
show a large range highlighting the structural plasticity of the
binding interface (Supplementary Table S2).

GAG-binding affinities of CXCL8 monomer and dimer

Binding affinities (Kd), calculated from binding-induced chemical
shift changes, indicated increasing affinities with increasing
oligosaccharide length for both monomer and dimer. The Kd

for both monomer and dimer for various oligosaccharides
were essentially similar: <10 μM for dp14, ∼30 μM for dp8,
∼200 μM for dp4 and ∼2 mM for dp2. Kd for dp14 is an upper
estimate and could not be accurately determined, as binding
constant measurements from NMR titrations must satisfy the
requirement that the starting protein concentration is in the order
of 0.5 × Kd and no more than 5 × Kd [53]. As these studies could
not determine whether the monomer or the dimer is the high-
affinity ligand, we adopted a different strategy for discerning
the relative affinities of the monomer and dimer. We recently
optimized conditions where we could observe both WT dimer and
monomer peaks in the NMR spectra [54]. As our studies show that
longer oligosaccharides bind with higher affinity and as the longer
GAGs better reflect binding to in vivo GAGs, we simultaneously
tracked the binding of dp26 (heparin 26-mer) to both WT
monomer and dimer in the NMR spectra. On adding dp26, all
peaks corresponding to the monomer disappeared and only the
dimer peaks remained, providing unambiguous evidence that the
dimer is the high-affinity ligand (Figure 8). As monomer/dimer,
monomer/dp26, dimer/dp26 equilibria are coupled, the presence
of only the dimer peaks indicates that the dimer binds dp26 with
much higher affinity promoting dimerization and loss of monomer
population.

DISCUSSION

GAGs are highly negatively charged polysaccharides that
bind various classes of proteins including growth factors and
chemokines. Despite their fundamental roles, very little is known
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Figure 7 Dynamic nature of the binding interface from MD simulations

(A) Snapshots from two ∼10 ns stretches (Traj1 and Traj2) of the MD simulations of the CXCL8D dp14(�) showing hydrogen-bond partners of Lys64 NζH3
+ switching between IdoA11–OS2 and

GlcN10–OS6. (B) The distances between Lys64Nζ and the sulfates for Traj1 and Traj2 illustrate the interchange of interacting partners. (C) Snapshots from two ∼10 ns stretches (Traj1 and Traj2) of
CXCL8M–dp8(//) simulations showing IdoA11(COO − ) switching hydrogen-bond partners between His18 and Lys20 side chains and Lys20 exchanging between IdoA11(COO− ) and GlcN12 (NS2). (D)
The differences in distance of IdoA11(COO − ) from His18 and Lys20 side chains during Traj1 and Traj2 illustrate the dynamic interplay. For clarity, only residues Lys64 in (A) and His18 and Lys20 in
(C) are shown as sticks at the interface.
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Figure 8 NMR HSQC spectra of CXCL8–dp26 complex

A section of the 1H-15N HSQC spectra at pH 7.5 showing the overlay of WT CXCL8 (black)
and WT CXCL8–dp26 complex (red). Dimer and monomer peaks are indicated by D and M
respectively. The monomer peaks disappear on dp26 binding indicating tighter binding to the
dimer. At pH 7.5 and 40 μM concentration, WT CXCL8 exists as both monomers (∼10 %) and
dimers. The final protein/dp26 molar ratio is 1:2.

regarding how different residues in the context of tertiary structure
bind GAGs. Mutagenesis and GAG-binding assays have shown
that basic residues arginine, lysine and histidine mediate binding,
but how these residues influence specificity, affinity, selectivity
and activity remains largely unknown. In the present study,
we show that NMR binding-induced CSP measurements are
highly sensitive and can provide how basic residues in the
context of tertiary and quaternary structure dictate different
facets of chemokine–GAG binding properties. In particular, by
characterizing the binding of oligosaccharides of various lengths
to a designed monomer and WT dimer, we provide compelling
evidence that conformational plasticity plays an important role in
mediating the binding process. The CSP profiles and structural
models reveal that binding residues can be grouped into two
distinct non-overlapping clusters: a set of core residues that
function as the major recognition/docking site and others around
the periphery of the core residues that play a role in defining the
binding geometries. Our modelling and MD exercise of both dp8
and dp14 indicates that different sets of 2-O-sulfate, 6-O-sulfate,
N-sulfate and carboxylate groups along the oligosaccharide chain
can satisfy the interactions involving the binding surface. The
helical structure of GAG and distribution of sulfates also allows
exchange between different rotational and translational poses with
minimal energetic penalty.

A previous NMR study of a disaccharide binding to WT
dimer and affinity measurements of mutants binding to a heparin
column, identified Arg60, Lys64, Lys67, Arg68, His18 and Lys20 as
the GAG-binding residues [51]. MD-based and other docking
studies using these data have proposed models where GAG binds
perpendicular or parallel to the helix [21–24]. MS study of dp8
binding to WT dimer proposed a model where the GAG binds
parallel to the helix [55]. Previous NMR and modelling studies
on CXCL8–chondroitin sulfate also suggested a parallel model of
binding to the helix [56]. Role of water-mediated interactions at
the GAG/protein interface [57] and the importance of flexibility
and explicit solvent in GAG–protein molecular docking [58] have
been recently explored.

Most importantly, our studies clarify a number of ambiguities
on various aspects of CXCL8 binding to GAGs that have
direct impact on understanding how CXCL8–GAG interactions
govern in vivo function. For the first time, we have identified
Lys15, Arg47 and Lys54, located around the periphery of the core
residues, as GAG-binding residues. These peripheral residues
facilitate multiple binding modes and geometries that vary

between monomer and dimer and between shorter and longer
oligosaccharides. Our data indicate that multiple modes of parallel
and perpendicular models are possible. These data have direct
implications on how CXCL8 binds its receptors, CXCR1 and
CXCR2. CXCL8 N-loop residues, which include Lys15, His18

and Lys20, also mediate the initial docking to both receptors
[59], indicating that GAG-bound chemokine will be impaired
for receptor binding.

Sequence comparison of CXCL8 and related chemokines
reveal that residues corresponding to His18, Lys20, Arg60 and
Lys64 are highly conserved, Lys67 and Arg68 are minimally
conserved and, most interestingly, Lys15 is unique to CXCL8
(Figure 9). Considering that Lys67 and Arg68 function as
core residues and Lys15 is involved in most of the binding
interactions, it is likely that the role of structural plasticity
will vary even among similar chemokines. We propose that
the conserved core residues are essential for binding in all
chemokines and that the peripheral residues promote different
chemokine-specific GAG geometries. For instance, we had
characterized the binding of an octasaccharide to mouse
CXCL1/KC dimer using NMR spectroscopy and observed
that the data are consistent with a perpendicular model [60].
Evidence for structural plasticity in GAG binding has also
been observed for other chemokines. For example, it has been
shown for CCL27 and CXCL12 that chemokine oligomerization
properties, GAG length, protein concentration and binding-
induced oligomerization and aggregation are intimately coupled
[61,62].

A previous NMR study of CXCL8 dimer suggested that
residues Glu29–Gly31 could function as a secondary GAG-binding
site [63]. However, we failed to see CSP for these residues above
the background. These authors characterized the binding under
sub-stoichiometric conditions (1 mM CXCL8 and ∼0.15 mM dp6
heparin) and so their final molar ratio of 1:0.15 is significantly
different from our final ratio of 1:6 for dp8 titration. Not
surprisingly, we observed much larger CSP, considering we have
40-fold more GAG. These observations highlight the importance
of characterizing binding at low protein concentrations and excess
GAG to ensure that most of the chemokine is in the GAG-bound
form.

Our studies highlight that differences in oligosaccharide length
influence binding modes and geometries, that shorter dp4 and dp2
oligosaccharides cannot capture many of the native interactions
so their results must be interpreted with caution and that structural
differences between the monomer and the dimer, especially if they
involve GAG-binding residues, can influence binding. Our studies
also highlight the importance of interpreting CSP in the context of
exposed compared with buried and direct compared with indirect
interactions. Additional NMR studies that can directly detect the
binding of lysine side chains and studies that can give direct
insights into the GAG functional groups should result in better
definition of the binding interactions.

Previous studies using WT CXCL8 and a trapped monomer
had shown that the dimer is the high-affinity GAG ligand and that
affinities increase with increasing GAG length [15,16]. However,
a different study using fluorescence microscopy reported that the
monomer binds heparin oligosaccharides (dp2–dp16) with ∼100–
1000-fold higher affinity (nanomolar compared with micromolar)
than the dimer [18]. These authors characterized the binding
of WT CXCL8 at two different concentrations, one where the
monomer dominates and the other where the dimer dominates.
They reported that the monomer binds heparin dp2 with a Kd

of 380 nM and dp4 with 57 nM and dimer affinities to both dp2
and dp4 of ∼100 μM. In contrast, our results show that both
monomer and dimer bind dp2 with weak millimolar affinities
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Figure 9 Sequence alignment of CXCL8 and related chemokines

Arginine, lysine and histidine residues of CXCL8 implicated in GAG binding and the potential GAG-binding residues in related chemokines are underlined.

(∼2000 μM) and dp4 with a Kd of ∼100 μM. Whereas our data
show the binding affinity increase with increasing chain length,
the fluorescence study showed essentially the same Kd for dimer
binding to all oligosaccharides. Our ability to simultaneously
track the binding of dp26 to WT monomer and dimer provide
unambiguous evidence that the dimer is the high-affinity ligand,
but is in disagreement with studies by Goger et al. [18].

In summary, we conclude that structural plasticity mediates
GAG–CXCL8 interactions, that the dimer is the high-affinity
GAG ligand, that the GAG-bound CXCL8 could be impaired
for activating either receptors and that GAG-bound chemokine
indirectly regulates receptor-activating function of the soluble
chemokine in trafficking various cell types to their target tissue.
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